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	Enhance the security of your iOS platform and applications using iOS-centric security techniques


	About This Book

	
		Familiarize yourself with fundamental methods to leverage the security of iOS platforms and apps
	
		Resolve common vulnerabilities and security-related shortcomings in iOS applications and operating systems
	
		A pragmatic and hands-on guide filled with clear and simple instructions to develop a secure mobile deployment



	Who This Book Is For


	This book is intended for mobile security professionals who want to learn how to secure iOS operating systems and its applications. Any knowledge of iOS architecture would be an added advantage.


	What You Will Learn

	
		Configure the appropriate features to debug data and inspect your device
	
		Configure and operate iOS applications using the best practices
	
		Build Mobile Device Management configurations with a secure approach
	
		Choose the appropriate tools in an iOS deployment with the help of easy-to-understand scenarios
	
		Connect and manage Apple devices centrally
	
		Provide appropriate input when a security policy is being made
	
		Develop a toolset to begin tackling comprehensive forensic analysis
	
		Transmit and store data efficiently using the privacy and iCloud settings
	
		Connect your device to view network traffic and capture the camera



	In Detail


	iOS has quickly become one of the most popular mobile operating systems, not only with users, but also with developers and companies. This also makes it a popular platform for malicious adversaries. iOS users and developers need to be constantly aware of their mobile security risks. Because of this, there is great demand for risk assessment specialists and security engineers.


	This book is a hands-on guide that focuses on iOS Devices and application security. It also discusses many vulnerabilities and security-related shortcomings that could expose personal data to prying eyes or allow interception of an iOS devices communication. You will learn how to manage apps to reduce the risks from third-parties and then carry out practical steps and procedures to protect your device at a large scale using tools like Apple Configurator and MDM. By the end of this book, you will have a great understanding of the essentials of iOS apps and will be able to secure the platform easily and rapidly.
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Innovation Happens Elsewhere: Open Source as Business StrategyMorgan Kaufmann, 2005
It's a plain fact: regardless of how smart, creative, and innovative your organization is, there are more smart, creative, and innovative people outside your organization than inside. Open source offers the possibility of bringing more innovation into your business by building a creative community that reaches beyond the barriers of the business....
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Design Aids for Eurocode 2: Design of concrete structuresSpon Press, 1996

	Eurocode 2 is the key document for future structural design in concrete throughout Europe. To use the code effectively, structural engineers need a range of aids in the form of flow charts, design charts and simplified procedures. This book provides all these, and is written with the authority of collaborative work by members of the Concrete...
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CodeIgniter 1.7Packt Publishing, 2009
CodeIgniter (CI) is a powerful open-source PHP framework with a very small footprint, built for PHP coders who need a simple and elegant toolkit to create full-featured web applications. CodeIgniter is an MVC framework, similar in some ways to the Rails framework for Ruby, and is designed to enable, not overwhelm.

This book explains how...
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Beginning Microsoft Office Live: Build Your Own Web Site Quickly and EasilyApress, 2007
Having a web site is almost mandatory whether you are an individual promoting yourself, part of a company showcasing its products or services, or even a member of a band promoting its music, for instance; but unless you want to hire an expert to put your web site together, you’ll need a good deal of experience and knowledge of web...
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AdvancED ActionScript Components: Mastering the Flash Component ArchitectureFriends of Ed, 2006
Macromedia's architecture is like a chest filled with precious jewels, and this book is quite simply the key to open it! One of the most important tools provided with Flash is the Macromedia Component Architecture: a framework of components written in ActionScript 2, based on established design patterns, that provides a wealth of functionality you...
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Photoshop 7(R): Tips and TechniquesMcGraw-Hill, 2002
300+ Immediate Solutions from the Pros

Improve your use of Photoshop in Web and print design. Prepare and plan for Web page development and print output, then skillfully apply the latest design and production techniques. Perform simple adjustments as well as complex tasks--optimize photographic imagery, build animation, add rollovers,...
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